


Keren is a 17 year Northern Virginia resident and full time REALTOR®. 
She and her husband live in Purcellville with their 3 boys and 3 fur babies and they LOVE
calling Loudoun County home. Distinguished buyers and sellers entrust Keren Jayne to
guide and advocate for them through every step of the real estate process. She takes a
proactive approach when working to achieve her client's success by leveraging her
professional network and relationships within the local community. When it comes to
selling real estate one size doesn't fit all. Every home is unique and deserves a custom,
strategic marketing plan to ensure that the seller's goals are achieved. 

   Here's what a few of Keren's clients have to say:

Anyone selling and/or buying a home at
this time knows how insane the market

is at the moment. We could not have
asked for an easier and smoother

process in selling our home. Keren was
extremely responsive, involved, and

flexible. We received multiple offers and
were under contract within 48 hours and

in less than a month we closed on the
sale of our home. Keren is extremely
knowledgeable and a shark when it

comes to this real estate market. We
highly recommend her to anyone we

know who is looking for a realtor.

ABOUT KEREN JAYNE

We immediately reached out to Keren - best
decision we’ve ever made! Keren worked
tirelessly, around the clock, even while on

vacation to handle the negotiations, contract
paperwork, and happily answered all of our

questions. Her in-depth knowledge of the ever-
evolving market, in combination with her

tenacious drive to get it done, we were able to
not only ratify on our dream farm, but all while
keeping our contingencies in place- including a

sale of home contingency. Keren sold our
house in one week, and got us to closing on

our farm in less than 30 days! Not only is she
the best in the business, but she is an

incredible friend and we are honored to have
had the opportunity to work with her. 

5 star recommendation!

ACCOLADES
VOTED LOUDOUN'S FAVORITE REALTOR BY THE
VOTERS OF LOUDOUN NOW IN 2019 - 2023

DULLES AREA ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS TOP
PRODUCER 2019  - 2022

DESIGNATED SELLER 
REPRESENTATIVE SPECIALIST

ACCREDITED BUYER'S
REPRESENATIVE®



Keren was our realtor last fall. She sold
our home for significantly above our

asking price, and then helped us find our
dream home in the same area. We can't
sing her praises enough. She was always
responsive, always had the answer to our

questions, and the breadth of her
knowledge of the market is

unprecedented! She also has an
incredible touch with staging a home, and
her connections with other area realtors,
both of which are very helpful, especially

in this tight and competitive housing
market. We highly recommend Keren!

Keren is very thorough and
knowledgeable. Unfortunately our home

sale process turned out to become
complicated for reasons out of anyone's
control, but Keren was there to help in
every way. She was always on top of

everything, going above and beyond (
even in ways that were probably

inconvenient for her) to get us the best
result possible. Her knowledge of what
was happening in the market, contacts

with colleagues, etc. were invaluable. We
are immensely grateful for all of her help

and don't know what we would have done
without her assistance.

Keren Jayne is the best realtor in
the NoVa area...period. She has

helped us buy investment
properties, sold our house, and

helped us purchase our new home
during this housing boom. Keren's
expertise in the real estate market

has made us come back to her over
and over again. She is reliable,

transparent, personable,
resourceful, and she will work hard

to get your new home. 
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COMMISSION PLAN FOR SELLERS

TIER 1  $0.00 - $249,999.99                                                                  3.25%             

TIER 2   $249,999.99 - $499,999.99                                                       3%             

TIER 3   $500,000.00 - $899,999.99                                                     2.75%             

TIER 4   $900,000.00 - $1,200,999.99                                                   2.5%             

TIER 5   $1,200,000.00+                                                                          TBD           

EXPERIENCE THE BEST SERVICE IN THE INDUSTRY AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE

*PERCENTAGES IN THIS PLAN REFLECT THE LISTING FEE ONLY. 
 ASK KEREN JAYNE HOMES ABOUT BUYER'S AGENT COMPENSATION

*Note: Keren Jayne Homes strives to maintain a consistent rate for all sellers, ensuring compliance 
with fair housing laws and preventing any accusations of violations. All commissions are negotiable.



KEREN JAYNE HOMES
703- 894- 7309

WWW.KERENJAYNEHOMES.COM
KEREN.JAYNE@PEARSONSMITHREALTY.COM

If your home is currently listed with a real estate broker; this is not intended to be a solicitation of the listing. Likewise, this is not
a solicitation for buyers currently in a brokerage relationship. Offerings subject to errors, omissions, prior sale, change of price,
or withdrawal without notice. The information herein is provided by the seller and while deemed reliable, is not guaranteed.

  Pearson Smith Realty 
Office: 571-386-1075

43777 Central Station Dr. #390 Ashburn, VA 20147 
Licensed in VA, DC, WV, MD 


